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A Ratings

The main manuscript describes a comparison of team ratings and player ratings in

association football, testing their performance as covariates in models used to derive

predictions for match outcomes. Section describes the how the team ratings used

are calculated. Then, Section outlines how individual player ratings are calculated.

A.1 Team ratings

The team ratings described here are based on the rating system of Elo (1978) for chess

players, with adjustments for association football by Hvattum and Arntzen (2010).

The ratings are dynamic, and updated after each match. Let ri and rj be the ratings

of team i and team j before a match. The outcome of the match is denoted by mij,

with mij = 1 if team i wins, mij = 0.5 if the game is drawn, and mij = 0 if team j

wins. Let gi and gj be the number of goals scored by team i and team j, respectively.

Four parameters, b = 1, c = 10, d = 400, and k = 10, control the update of ratings

after games, and their values were tuned by Hvattum and Arntzen (2010) to obtain

the best possible predictions for match outcomes when using the resulting ratings

as the only covariate in an OLR model. The updated rating r′i for team i after the

match can now be written as

r′i = ri + k (1 + |gi − gj|)b
(
mij −

1

1 + c(rj−ri)/d

)
.

The rating update formula above requires that both teams involved in the match

have a prior rating. This is not the case for the first matches in the data set, when
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the teams do not have established ratings. Therefore, initial ratings are calculated as

the performance ratings for the first two seasons of data. Two or more seasons are

used to be enable the ratings to reflect differences in strength between the different

divisions of the league system. Performance ratings are calculated by first setting an

initial guess ri = rINITi = 0 for the rating of each team i. Then, the rating update

formula is used for all the matches of the two first seasons, yielding an estimated

performance rating rENDi = ri for each team. If, for all teams, rINITi ≈ rENDi , then

ri = rENDi is the rating performance of team i over the two seasons of matches, which

is then taken as the established rating at the beginning of the third season. While

rINITi 6≈ rENDi for any i, the initial guess is updated by setting rINITi = rENDi and

the procedure is repeated.

Another case where a team does not have an established rating occurs when a team

is promoted into the lowest division covered by the data. In this situation, results for

the team are recorded until a given number of matches has been played. Then, the

first established rating for the team is calculated similarly as for the teams in the first

two seasons: an initial guess ri = rINITi = 0 is made, then the rating update formula

is applied for each match, but only for the new team i and not for the opposing teams.

This results in a performance rating rENDi = ri. As long as rENDi 6≈ rINITi , the initial

guess is updated by setting rINITi = rENDi and the process is repeated.

When using the Elo-ratings to make predictions of match outcomes, a covariate is

calculated as the difference in rating between the home team i and the away team j,

xElo = ri − rj. The effect of home advantage is taken into account by the prediction

model, and not in the Elo calculations. As most teams play an equal number of home

matches and away matches, in an alternating fashion, the effect of compensating for
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home field advantage in the Elo calculations is negligible.

A.2 Player ratings

The player ratings examined in this paper are based on the plus-minus ratings de-

veloped for association football by Sæbø and Hvattum (2015, 2019) and later refined

by Pantuso and Hvattum (2019) and analyzed by Gelade and Hvattum (2020). The

starting point is to split all matches into segments where the set of players on the

pitch is unchanged. In other words, segments are created whenever a substitution is

made or a player leaves the pitch following a red card. An unconstrained quadratic

program is then formulated, based on the idea of using ridge regression to estimate

a multiple linear regression model, to determine player ratings, while controlling for

league differences, the home field advantage, the effect of red cards, and the effect of

age on player performances.

To describe the model, letM be a set of matches, with each matchm ∈M divided into

segments s ∈ Sm. The duration of segment s is denoted by d(m, s) . Let tMATCH(m)

denote the time that match m is played, and let T be the time at which ratings are

calculated, as illustrated in Figure 1. Each match m belongs to a given competition

type, denoted by c(m), which in this study corresponds to either the Premier League,

the Championship, League One, or League Two.

Let h = h(m) and a = a(m) be the two teams involved in match m, where h is the

home team if the match is not played on neutral ground. Define gS(m, s) as the goal

difference in favour of h at the beginning of the segment, and gE(m, s) as the goal

difference at the end of the segment. The change of the goal difference in favour of h

in segment s of match m then becomes g(m, s) = gE(m, s)− gS(m, s).
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The sets of players of the home team and away team that appear on the pitch for

segment s are denoted by Pmsh and Pmsa, respectively. For n = 1, . . . , 4, define

r(m, s, n) = 1 if team h has received n or more red cards before segment s and team

a has not, r(m, s, n) = −1 if team a has received n or more red cards and team h has

not, and r(m, s, n) = 0 otherwise. In the case that a team has made all its available

substitutions and a player on the team becomes injured and must leave the pitch, the

situation is handled in the same way as a red card.

We let C be the set of competition types and define Cp as the set of competition

types in which player p has participated. Each player p is associated to a set P SIM
p

of players that are considered to be similar. This set is based on which players have

appeared together on the same team for the most minutes of playing time. The time

of the last match where players p and p′ appeared together is denoted by tSIM(p, p′)

(see Figure 1).

time(. . .)

T

current time

tMATCH(m)

time of match m

tSIM(p, p′)

last appearance of p and p′ together

tAGE(m, p) age of player p at tMATCH(m)

Figure 1: Illustration of the parameters referring to the time of events.

The quality of players is assumed to depend on their age, allowing the model to

capture their typical improvement in early years as well as their decline when getting

older. Define t = tAGE(m, p) as the age of player p at the time of match m, as

illustrated in Figure 1. A set of integer age values Y = {yMIN , . . . , yMAX} is defined,

and for a given match and player, the exact age of the player is expressed as a convex
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combination of the nearest two ages in Y . Thus, we use weights uy(t) defined as

uy(t) = 1 if t < yMIN = y or t > yMAX = y .

Moreover, if y ≤ t ≤ y + 1 we let

uy(t) = (y + 1)− t, uy+1(t) = t− y .

In all other instances we let uy(t) = 0. For example, if t = 19.25, we get u19(t) =

0.75, u20(t) = 0.25. This allows a precise representation of player ages, while limiting

the number of age effect parameters to be estimated.

The following parameters are defined to control the behavior of the model: λ is a

regularization factor, ρ1 is a discount factor for older observations, ρ2 and ρ3 are

parameters regarding the importance of the duration of a segment, and ρ4 is a factor

for the importance of a segment depending on the goal difference at the start of the

segment. The parameter wAGE is a weight to balance the importance of the age

factors when considering similarity of players. Finally, wSIM is a weight that controls

the extent to which ratings of players with few minutes played are shrunk towards 0

or towards the ratings of similar players. The values of the parameters in this work

are set as used by Pantuso and Hvattum (2019), resulting in λ = 16.0, ρ1 = 0.1,

ρ2 = 300.0, ρ3 = 300.0, ρ4 = 2.5, wAGE = 0.35, and wSIM = 0.85. In addition, the

set of similar players is limited in size to |P SIM
p | ≤ 35, and players’ ages are confined

by yMIN = 16 and yMAX = 42.

The variables used in the quadratic program can be stated as follows: The base rating

of player p is denoted by βp. The value of the home advantage in competition c(m)
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is represented by βHc(m). For a given age y ∈ Y , the age effect is denoted βAGEy . For a

player of age t the age effect is

uy(t)β
AGE
y + uy+1(t)β

AGE
y+1 ,

provided y ≤ t ≤ y + 1. The influence of red cards are captured by the variables

βHOMERED
n and βAWAY RED

n , for n = 1, . . . , 4. An adjustment for each competition

c ∈ C is given by the variables βCOMP
c . Let β be the vector of all the decision variables

of the model and let V be the set of indices of β.

The model to calculate plus-minus ratings can now be stated as

min
β
Z =

∑
m∈M

∑
s∈Sm

(
w(m, s)

(
fLHS(m, s)− fRHS(m, s)

))2
+ λ

∑
j∈V

(
fREG(βj)

)2

where

w(m, s) =wTIME(m, s)wDURATION(m, s)wGOALS(m, s),

wTIME(m, s) = exp
(
ρ1
(
T − tMATCH(m)

))
,

wDURATION(m, s) =
d(m, s) + ρ2

ρ3
,

wGOALS(m, s) =

 ρ4 if |gS(m, s)| ≥ 2 and |gE(m, s)| ≥ 2

1 otherwise,

fRHS(m, s) =g(m, s),

fLHS(m, s) =
d(m, s)

90

(
11

|Pmsh|
∑

p∈Pmsh

fPLAY ER(m, s, p) ,

− 11

|Pmsa|
∑

p∈Pmsa

fPLAY ER(m, s, p) + fSEGMENT (m, s) + fMATCH(m)

)
,
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fSEGMENT (m, s) =


∑4

n=1 r(m, s, n)βHOMERED
n if

∑4
n=1 r(m, s, n) ≥ 0∑4

n=1 r(m, s, n)βAWAY RED
n if

∑4
n=1 r(m, s, n) < 0,

fMATCH(m) =

 βHc(m) if team h(m) has home advantage

0 otherwise,

fPLAY ER(m, s, p) =βp +
∑
y∈Y

uy(t
AGE(m, p))βAGEy +

1

|Cp|
∑
c∈Cp

βCOMP
c ,

fREG(βAGEy ) =


(
βAGEy − (βAGEy−1 + βAGEy+1 )/2

)
if y ∈ Y \ {yMIN , yMAX}

0 if y ∈ {yMIN , yMAX},

fREG(βCOMP
c ) =βCOMP

c ,

fREG(βHc ) =βHc ,

fREG(βp) =

fAUX(p, T, 1)− wSIM

|P SIM
p |

∑
p′∈PSIM

p

fAUX
(
p′, tSIM(p, p′), wAGE

) ,

fAUX(p, t, w) =βp + w
∑
y∈Y

uy(t)β
AGE
y +

1

|Cp|
∑
c∈Cp

βCOMP
c .

When this program has been solved, the estimated rating for player p at time T is

fAUX(p, T, 1). To make predictions of match outcomes, a covariate xPM is calculated

based on the plus-minus ratings before a match by considering the average rating of

players in the starting line-up of the home team minus the average rating of players

in the starting line-up of the away team. Players with no prior match appearances

are removed from this calculation, as they have no estimated plus-minus rating.
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